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THE HOTEL LE CEP TODAY 

Why is Le CEP unique? 

 

✓ Situated in the heart of Beaune 
 

✓ 5 star hotel, 64 rooms, of which 30 suites, each unique 
 

✓ Home to epicureans worldwide 

 

✓ Historical monuments composed of several private mansions  

 

✓ 2 historical 16th century courtyards and a garden 

 

✓ A tasting cellar with a unique collection of 36 different wines of the Hospices de 

Beaune that are spread out over 30 vintages  NEW 

 

✓ A family-run hotel where every guest is unique 

 

✓ An international, loyal and devoted team to make your stay unforgettable 

 

✓ 24 hours room service 
 

✓ 1 Michelin star gastronomic restaurant (managed separately by the group Bernard 
Loiseau), offering 70 wines by the glass! 
 

✓ Organization of meetings and conventions in the new Convention Center, very  
hight-tech equipped          
 

✓ Organization of receptions, cocktails or business breakfasts 
 

✓ Spa Marie de BOURGOGNE, with 15 innovating sensorial experiences  NEW 
Such as cryo21, chromotherapy, cryotherapy, aqua biking, waterbed, bath-tub for 
balneotherapy, floating bed, hammam, sensorial shower, sauna in a big barrel, duo 
massage, … and cosmetic line from the vines of Burgundy 
 

✓ Fitness room on the top of the panoramic tower 
 

✓ Private parking and closed garage 
 

✓ Free Wifi in the entire hotel 
 

✓ International recognition and reputation 
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Condé Nast Traveller :  
 

We were elected 5 times as one of the top  
500 hotels in the world by the readers  

of the Condé Nast Traveller 

 

Club SLH : 
 

We were elected twice as having the  « Best Welcome » 
by the members of the SLH Club 

 

Travel and Leisure : 
 

We are presented twice in the prestigious  
Travel and Leisure Magazine as one  
of the top 500 hotels in the world 

 

Trip Advisor : 
 

Each year since 2012, we have obtained the Excellency certificate! 

 

World Luxury Spa Awards 2017 
 

Best Luxury Spa Retreat in Western Europe 

Best Luxury Fitness Spa in Western Europe 

 

World Luxury Spa Awards 2018 
 

Best Luxury Wellness Spa in Western Europe 

Best Luxury Historical Hôtel inWestern Europe 

 

Prix Villégiature 2018 
 

Best Hotel Terrace in City Center in France 
Best Hotel Spa in City Center in France 
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PRESENTATION OF THE HOTEL 
 
 
Ideally situated in the heart of medieval Beaune, Capital of the wines of Burgundy, just 
minutes away from the famous Hospices de Beaune and the Notre-Dame Basilica, the 5 star 
Hôtel Le Cep is a genuine institution in town. 

The harmonious connection of XIV and XVI century residences has allowed for expansion year 
after year. Today the Hotel is composed of 64 rooms including 30 suites, several lounges, a 
bar, a gastronomical restaurant “Loiseau des Vignes”, rated 1 Michelin star since 2010, two 
courtyards dated XVI century, a garden “à la française”, a covered garage and outdoor parking 
lot and 3 conference rooms equipped high-tech, a fitness center and a superb SPA, all of which 
is entirely at your disposal. The genuine style of antique furniture, woodwork, ceiling “à la 
française”, has been left in place in the new section of the hotel, with a splash of modern 
comfort. All rooms are different and personalized with names corresponding to famous 
Burgundy wines, and unique decoration. 

 

Be assured of our devotion to make your stay unforgettable! The staff and the management 
of the Hotel Le Cep have only one goal: to help you transform your visit into an extraordinary 
experience which you will cherish with great pleasure. 
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HISTORY 

En 1986 the Hotel le Cep changed hands and the Bernard family took over the 
destiny of this already well-known establishment which at the time included 21 
rooms.  
Its expansion was to accelerate over the years, for today the hotel holds 65 rooms 
including 29 suites!  
The hotel was expanded with respect for its beauty and the guests' well-being; this 
was confirmed in 1996 by the acceptance of Hotel le Cep as a member of "Small 
Luxury Hotels of the World", and its numerous listings in the Gold List of the world's 
best places to stay edited by the Conde Nast Traveler... The hotel is composed of 
several private mansions, once owned by prominent families from Beaune, that 
were reunited over the years to slowly expand the hotel, as desired by its present 
owner, the Bernard Family.  
 
The classification as historical monuments of these mansions has of course 
influenced the care taken in restoring this architectural heritage. In the summer, 
breakfast is served in an interior courtyard dated 1547, part of a mansion owned 
by the BRUNET DE MONTHELIE family, whose descendants served as administrators 
of the Hospices de Beaune.  
 
In the same courtyard stands a tower encasing a spiraling stone staircase. This 
staircase leads up to the different floors of the building and ends at the top in an 
old pigeon loft.  
 
Next to the tower you will find an ancient well decorated with a ram's head, a 
symbol of philosophers' sulphur, serves today as a recipient for a fig tree. Just across 
the courtyard, a much more recent and higher tower provides from its summit a 
panoramic view of the town's rooftops and spires, and notably those of the famous 
"Hospices de Beaune", located just a few steps away. An old anecdote has it that 
the king Louis XIV, while on visit to Beaune on the 18th of November 1968, 
preferred to sleep in this mansion rather than in the Hospices de Beaune for fear of 
germs… 
 
A French-style garden serves as a transition from the courtyard to an adjacent 
building, the former mansion Thiroux de Saint-Félix, dated 1570. Its architecture, 
also of the Renaissance period but of a different style because of its half-timbering, 
shelters some beautiful alchemy symbols. The quaintest is that of a courtjester, 
sitting on a barrel and holding a strange spoon, the whole sculpted on the stone 
pillar supporting the balcony. This courtyard was completely renovated in 2004, in 
the spirit of its origins.  
 
Some of the new suites and apartments of the Hotel le Cep***** overlook this 
mansion's interior courtyard. The latter also contains a well surmounted by a griffin, 
a fabled monster having the head and wings of an eagle (symbol of what its volatile 
in alchemy) and a lion's body (symbol of what is fixed or stationary).  
 
In conclusion, the charm of Hotel le Cep***** is noticeable even on arrival, but the 
myriad of details that bear witness to its history only slowly reveal themselves as 
you familiarize yourself with the surroundings.  
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LOCATION AND ACCESS 

 

Ideally situated in the heart of medieval Beaune, Capital of the wines of Burgundy, just 

minutes away from the famous Hospices de Beaune and the Notre-Dame Basilica, the Hôtel 

Le Cep is a genuine institution in this town. 

 

Our guests have the opportunity to visit Beaune on foot and discover all the architectural 

and cultural wonders of this town. 

 

Beaune, in the heart of the vineyards allows our clients to discover all the secrets of the 

vineyard and the wine, by bike, by car, with or without a guide, everything is possible! 
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Nearby cities : 

 

Pommard 4 km Mâcon 87 km 

Chalon sur Saône 30 km Bourg-en-Bresse 120 km 

Dijon 43 km Lyon 156 km 

Autun 49 km Belfort 198 km 

 

Places to see : 

 

Less than 1km away you can see :  

The Hospices de Beaune 

The center with the ramparts and half-timbered houses 

The Notre Dame Basilica 

 

Less than 1 hour from Beaune : 

Dijon, famous for its mustard, city of the Dukes of Burgundy 

Cistercian monuments : Cluny, Citeaux, Fontenay ... 

Châteaux : La Rochepot, Château de Commarin 

The 600 wine cellars of the Route des Grands Crus 

The Clos Vougeot, home to the famous wine brotherhood, the Chevaliers du Tastevin 
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OUR ROOMS 
 
 

The hotel Le Cep has 64 rooms including 30 suites, all of which are personalized. 

Each room category includes the names of an appellation of Burgundy Wines : Bourgogne, 

Village, Premier Cru, Grand Cru and Nectar. 

And each room is named after a Burgundy wine (Meursault Charmes, The Rochepot,  

Clos Vougeot, Montrachet, Chassagne, Romanée etc.). 

 

You will appreciate the tasteful decoration combining the charm of old and modern comfort. 

 

  Nectar Suites : 13 

Grand Cru Suites : 17 

1 er Cru Rooms : 20 

Village Rooms : 11 

Bourgogne Rooms : 3 
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Amenities according to Room categories at Hotel Le Cep 

      

 Bourgogne Village 1er Cru Grand Cru Nectar 

Number of rooms  3 11 20 17 13 

Average surface 16 m²  21 m² 30 m² 41 m² 62 m² 

Range 
15 to 18 

m² 
18 to 24 

m² 
24 to 39 

m² 
32 to 52 

m² 
50 to 75 

m² 

Rate 2018 164€ 214€ 298€ 394€ 584€ 

Amenities      
Air conditioning Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Double glazing Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Safe Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Free Wifi Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Minibar Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Direct phone Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Flat screen TV (88 satellite channels) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Web Radio (35 stations) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Treca bed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Hairdryer Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Mirror Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Bathrobes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Basic bath products Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Welcome mineral water Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Slippers   Yes Yes Yes Yes 

VIP bath products     Yes Yes Yes 

Iphone station       Yes Yes 

Espresso machine       Yes Yes 

Fruit basket       Yes Yes 

Scales       Yes Yes 

Night Cove       Yes Yes 

      
Our 29 suites are equipped with a NightCove, a truly innovative product that improves our 

guest’s quality of sleep (SLEEP button), provides a gentle wake up (WAKE button) or procures 

a restful nap after the journey (NAP button).  
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Nectar Suite 
 
Discover our 13 splendid Nectar Suites. Their great value for money will guarantee an 
exceptional stay in Beaune. 
 
These apartments are to be appreciated with as much pleasure as the wines after which they 
are named!  
"Meursault Charmes", "Clos de la Roche", "Les Amoureuses", "Grands Echezeaux", « Mazis 
Chambertin », « Corton Charlemagne », « Volnay », « Pommard » and « Puligny ». 
 
1 new suite: Suite 215 « Vergelesses », 42m², was entirely renovated in the Spring of 2017 and 
has one of the loveliest views overlooking the garden. The colorful Christian Lacroix fabrics 
that adorn the walls and furniture are perfectly in harmony with the colored rooftops of the 
hotel… 
 
Amenities and services 

We guarantee high quality comfort at Le Cep: air-conditioning, acoustic double-glazing, in-
room safe, free wifi, mini-bar, direct telephone, flat screen TV with 88 satellite channels, web 
radio (35 stations), Treca bedding, bathrooms with hair-dryer, magnifying mirror, 
monogrammed bathrobes, VIP bathroom amenities, slippers, complimentary bottle of 
mineral water, I phone station, espresso machine, NightCove , fruit basket… 
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Grand Cru Suite 

 

Just like the Grand Cru wines of Burgundy, our suites are unique and appreciated for their 
quality and comfort. They are each different and will allow you to thoroughly enjoy your stay. 
Unique, elegant, with French-style ceilings, parquet floors or beautiful cupboards… 

Our 17 “Grand Cru” suites, ranging in size from 32 to 52 m², are equipped with a king size bed 
or twin beds, with a desk, a corner lounge with armchairs or banquettes, a bathroom with 
bathtub and shower, separate toilets … 

Each one has a bit more that makes it different and unique: 

« Clos Vougeot » with a private terrace of 35 m² / « Clos du Roy » with three single beds and 
two bathrooms / « La Rochepot », so romantic under the rooftop and accessible by a stone 
staircase / « Montrachet » and a four-poster bed / « Bienvenue Bâtard » and « Saint-Felix », 
on the same private landing, perfect for a family. 

Amenities and services 

Each suite is carefully designed with particular attention to detail. The in-room facilities are : 
air-conditioning, acoustic double-glazing, safe, free wifi, mini-bar, direct telephone, flat screen 
TV with 88 satellite channels, web radio (35 stations), Treca bedding, bathrooms with hair-
dryer, magnifying mirror, monogrammed bathrobes. 

Our “Grand Cru” suites offer superior bathroom amenities, slippers, complimentary bottle of 
mineral water, Iphone station, espresso machine, NightCove, bathroom scales, fruit basket… 
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 1er cru Room 

 

It is the ideal category for appreciating Le Cep and your stay in Beaune, in the heart of 

Burgundy. Each room is well equipped and spacious, between 24 and 39 m².  

 

These 20 charming rooms are equipped with a king-sized bed or twin beds, a work area, 

bathroom with bath and (or) shower.  

Some are even equipped with an extra bed that allows for the accommodation of a third 

person.  

"Chorey", "Vougeot", "Chassagne", "Savigny", "Griottes Chambertin" (facing courtyard), 

"Romanée Conti", "Richebourg" (facing the garden) are among the 20 “1er Crus” Rooms, 

names that represent the famous vineyards of the region. 

 

Amenities and services 
 
Comfort is essential during your stay, and we pay special attention to details in order to ensure 

that our amenities and services are top quality during your stay. 

 

Air-conditioning, acoustic double-glazing, in-room safe, free wifi, mini-bar, direct telephone, 

flat screen TV with 88 satellite channels, web radio (35 stations), Treca bedding, bathrooms 

with hair-dryer, magnifying mirror, monogrammed bathrobes, bathroom amenities, slippers… 
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 Village Room 

 

The "Village" rooms are ideal for a short stay or a week-end for two in Le Cep Hotel, to allow 
you to discover Beaune and the surrounding area! 
 
Le Cep provides a 5 stars service where each element has been carefully designed and thought 
out. Subtly sophisticated, Village rooms are a cozy and peaceful cocoon that is a sample of the 
elegance of the hotel.  
 
Ranging in size from 18 to 23m², the rooms "Santenay", "Vosne", "Romanée", "St-Romain", 
"Chambolle" (facing street), "Corton" (facing courtyard) will each reveal a unique and 
charming decor… 
 
These rooms are equipped with either queen-size or twins beds and a bathroom with bathtub 
or shower. 
 
Amenities and services 
 
Each of the charming Village room is comfortable and well equipped thanks to : air-

conditioning, acoustic double-glazing, in-room safe, free wifi, mini-bar, direct telephone, flat 

screen TV with 88 satellite channels, web radio (35 stations), Treca bedding, bathrooms with 

hair-dryer, magnifying mirror, monogrammed bathrobes, bathroom amenities, slippers… 
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 Bourgogne Room 

There are 3 in all, from 15 to 18 m², all equipped with a 140 cm-wide bed, a bathroom with 
bath or shower. Functional yet cozy, these rooms portray the spirit of the house: warm and 
welcoming. 
 
Facing a courtyard -"Beaune", Bouilland", "Chambertin"… or facing the street "Ruffey" … a 
little baroque, sometimes rustic: each with its own style. 
 
Amenities and services 
 
These rooms are equipped with the same basic in-room amenitites and services as the other 
rooms: air-conditioning, acoustic double-glazing, in-room safe, free wifi, mini-bar, direct 
telephone, flat screen TV with 88 satellite channels, web radio (35 stations), Treca bedding, 
bathrooms with hair-dryer, magnifying mirror, monogrammed bathrobes, bathroom 
amenities, slippers… 
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RATES  

 

2018 Rates 
Catgory Surface Price Equipement 

BOURGOGNE Room  
(Single) 

16 m2 164€ per night Double bed 140x190 

VILLAGE Room 
(Standard Room) 

21 m2 214€ per night Double bed or twin 
beds 

1er CRU Room 
(Deluxe Room) 

30 m2 298€ per night Queen bed, king bed or 
twin beds 

GRAND CRU Suite 30 m2 394€ per night king bed or twin beds 

NECTAR Suite 62 m2 584€ per night king bed or twin beds 

 Buffet breakfast: 21€ per person  
 City tax: 3€ per person and per night  
 Extra bed: 35€  
 Garage/Parking: 21€ per day  
 Animals accepted: 21€ per day  
 Phone: 0.31€ per impulse 

 

You can book online : www.hotel-cep-beaune.com  

 

 

 

  

http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/
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CATERING AT LE CEP 

 

The Bar 
 
The bar at Le Cep welcomes you 24/7 in a cozy atmosphere where you can enjoy many 
exceptional regional wines! 
Our barman will be pleased to advise you according to your desires and your tastes. 
 
Completely renovated in 2013, the decoration was carefully thought out and it is a place 
where you feel comfortable with your family or friends on a bar stool or in a cozy chair! 
 
In the winter, enjoy the comfortable cocoon atmosphere whilst sipping a glass of wine in front 
of the fireplace, and in the summer relax in the sun bathed 14th century courtyard. 
 

 
 Breakfast and Room-service 
 
Each morning from 7am to 11 :30am breakfast is served either: 

✓ In your room 
✓ In the breakfast cellar 
✓ In the Lousiana salon 
✓ In the 16th century courtyard when the weather is warm 

 
The buffet proposes an array of cereal, fresh fruit juice, hot drinks, bread and pastries, Pinot 
Noir wine, a cheese tray, cold cuts… 
A room service menu is available 24/7 with sandwiches, cold cuts, cheese, snails, cooked 
dishes, ice cream... 
 

We also propose other options thanks to restaurants that we work with! 
 
Buffets, business breakfasts, picnics from the market can also be organized on request. 
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THE RESTAURANT LOISEAU DES VIGNES 
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The restaurant « Loiseau des Vignes », which has had 1 Michelin star since 2010, is located 
next to the hotel. Their cuisine is mainly influenced by the region and they propose traditional 
dishes from Burgundy that are revisited by the Chef. The setting is heartwarming, refined and 
the decor contemporary. 

Dominique Loiseau proposes a unique concept: an impressive collection of 70 different wines 
by the glass, excellent references of either renowned winemakers or young producers with 
promising wines! The restaurant is located in the hotel and lunch can be served in the hotel’s 
courtyards but the restaurant is managed separately by the group Bernard Loiseau. 

The restaurant is closed Sunday and Monday. Reservation is recommended. 
 

The restaurant Loiseau des Vignes is managed by the famous Bernard Loiseau group, a 
reputed French Chef.   
 
It is composed of: 

• 2 stars restaurant in Saulieu 
• 1 star restaurant in Beaune – Loiseau des Vignes 
• 1 star restaurant in Dijon – Loiseau des Ducs 
• 2 restaurants in Paris – Loiseau Rive Gauche et Loiseau Rive Droite. 
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NEW: The Cellar Saint Félix is open! 

Le CEP collects for more than 30 years the wines bought during the famous Wine Auction of the 

Hospices of Beaune and also some other precious bottles, but we hadn’t yet find the perfect place to 

expose, share and sale this nectar the way they deserve it… 

Which is now done! 

It is located ideally in the heart of the hotel, accessible from the courtyard Thiroux de Saint Félix, dated 

from 1570. 
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In a felted and chic atmosphere, your senses will awake instantly in the privacy of this place, which 

may be privatized for tasting a vintage wine or a divine nectar from the 36 “cuvées” of the Hospices de 

Beaune on 30 vintage wine chosen among our private and unique collection! 

This privilege place will quickly become the favorite place of our epicurean guest, loyal great lovers of 

the wines of Burgundy, where we can organize master classes, private tasting, some “mâchons 

bourguignons”, the birthdays celebrated between close friends with the bottle of his birth year … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And of course, it is a great opportunity to choose the bottles you want to bring back home, to extend 

the memory of the stay at the Hôtel Le CEP et Spa Marie de Bourgogne! 
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Fitness & Spa Marie de Bourgogne 

Fitness 
 
The Cep has a fitness center open 24/7 equipped with cardio 
machines, situated at the top of the panoramic tower. 
 
From the top of the panoramic tower you have a breathtaking view 
on the roofs of the Hospices. 
 
Spa Marie de Bourgogne  

Open in fall 2015, Refined and elegant, keeping in harmony with the pure Burgundian spirit 

of the Cep, the Spa offers over 350 square meters dedicated to 14 different sensorial 

experiences.  

In addition, we have also a massage room on the top of the panoramic tower. 
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15 sensorial experiences:  

1. Cryo 21: NEW 
2. Chromotherapy: NEW 
3. Touch Skin NEW 
4. Full body cryotherapy 
5. Aquabiking 
6. Dry hydromassage bed – Wellsystem 
7. Balneotherapy 
8. Jouvence dry flotation bed  
9. Pressure therapy 
10. 4 massage rooms: 1 of which is in our panoramic tower, and 

2 for duo massages 
11. Body wrap and flotation bed 
12. Facial treatments 
13. Hammam 
14. Sensorial shower 
15. Sauna in a large barrel 
16. Tea corner 
17. Relaxation corner with heating beds 
18. Boutique 

 
 
And let’s not forget the bar service and room service offered by Le Cep, either in the lounges, garden 
or courtyard… 
 
We selected the line of cosmetics « Vinésime »: Precious cosmetics based on the excellence of the 
Burgundy region. 
 
For the first time in its history, Burgundy uses the strength and beauty of its 
prestigious vineyards to create exclusive skincare products that are as precious as its 
exceptional wines. 
 

Loyal to the spirit of tradition and art de vivre that has shaped the history of 
Burgundy over time and created our famous Climates of Burgundy (the unique 
Burgundian terroir that was recently selected to be a Unesco World Heritage Site), 
Edouard and Marie Damidot, a young couple from Burgundy, created this line of 
products that is in perfect harmony with our traditional Burgundian values: 
chardonnay, pinot noir and blackcurrant… 
 

And for the sports fans, we have a partnership with Appart Fitness, a gym located 400m from the 

hotel! Enjoy this modern and air-conditioned sports club of 950m2 for your workouts from 6am to 

23pm, 7 days a week, 365 days a year! 

You will find a room with cardio & weight training with 80 different activity spots composed of: 

floor mats - elliptical bikes - upright bikes - bicycles with backrest - steppers - rowers - guided weight 

machines - free-weight machines, a spinning room and Fitness courses with 4 state-qualified coaches. 

 

 

Appart Fitness 
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 MEETING SPACE Philippe Le BON 
  

New meeting spaces had been created in October 2015 and these new rooms have access from 
the hotel through a corridor with medieval architecture in the style of our current courtyard St 
Félix dated 1575. 

They also have access to a landscaped terrace overlooking the ramparts surrounding the city of 
Beaune. 

Equipped with all modern amenities and high-tech, while combining charm and functionality, 4 
rooms that are modular, offering many combinations of setting up for meetings from 12 to 80 
people.  

The equipment put at your disposal consists of an over-head projector, TV led 4k 75”, tactil 
command screen to operate video, sound, light … 

All of our meeting rooms are equipped with a broadband wireless internet access,  
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NEW E-COMMUNICATION TOOLS OF THE HOTEL LE CEP 
 

The Hotel Le Cep is a family run institution representative of traditional Burgundian hospitality. 

We are committed to being extremely attentive to each of our guests’ needs, as each request 

is unique and we are present before, during and after each guest’s stay. 

 

In 2013, we chose to develop new communication tools to be even closer to our guests and 

share with you regular updates on the hotel, the events taking place...  

 

1/Social Networks: 

We post regularly on Facebook, Twitter, Google +, Pinterest, Instagram and 

Youtube. 

You will find all the regular updates on the hotel, Beaune and Burgundy, and 

everyone is welcome to share their impressions about their stay.  

 

2/ New website : www.hotel-cep-beaune.com  

Our new website, available on all types of devices, combines elegance and 

efficiency to illustrate why Le Cep, as well as our beautiful Burgundy, is so 

unique. It is also the perfect tool to allow you to reserve a room or package 

directly with us online 24/7!  

 

3/ E-concierge application Le CEP :  

To continue improving our online communication, we recently created an e-

concierge application that will allow you to optimize your experience at le Cep, 

before, during and after your stay! (Available on Apple Store and Google Play) 

We have been selected several times to appear on the Gold Lists of the Best 

Hotels of the World from Condé Nast and Travel & Leisure, and our Concierge 

Service is worthy of the most grand hotels. 

We chose to develop this application to allow you to have all the useful 
information directly on your smartphone or tablet and guarantee that you have 
an excellent stay with us. The application provides: 

- Information about Le Cep, our rooms and services 
- The possibility to order your breakfast, room-service or products from our 

boutique 
- Tourist information about Beaune and the area to help you organize your 

stay according to your needs 
- And plenty of other surprises! 

The ideal way to enhance your experience at Le Cep, before, during and after 
your stay! 

 

http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/
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4/Our gift boxes hotel and/or spa : 

If you want to treat yourself, your friends or family, buy a gift box from Le 
Cep’s online boutique www.hotel-cep-beaune.secretbox.fr or directly at the 

front desk. 

Of course, nothing is better than direct exchanges with our ever-improving staff! 7 
multicultural receptionists just like our clients (French, American, Japanese, Russian, and 
Chinese), … The entire staff is at your disposal to respond to each of your requests, as the 
family tradition goes! 

 

  

http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.secretbox.fr/
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VILLA LE CEPE DE BEAUNE 

A new way to appreciate the Burgundian hospitality!  

Ideally situated on the Montagne de Beaune in Burgundy, this charming house dating back to the 

1960’s has been entirely renovated and can accommodate up to 6 people. Nestled in the heart of a 

small forest and surrounded by wildflowers, it is only a few minutes away from the center of Beaune.  

 

My wife Zhanna and I fell in love with this house immediately, and we were enchanted by the idyllic 

setting of this house hidden in the pine forest, with exceptional flora all throughout the year.  

 

Close to the center of Beaune, this haven of peace will enchant you by its beautiful setting, the smell 

of fresh wildflowers and the birds singing. This privileged site is also known as the “Free Republic of 

the Montagne de Beaune” 

 

Enjoy an exceptional stay in the middle of Nature with your friends or family, in this timeless place that 
is part of the best that Burgundy can offer! 
 
All the decoration was tastefully thought out to be a subtle mix of contemporary and casual and it fully 
respects the exceptional setting that surrounds us, the trees and the greenery, thus transforming each 
window into a picture frame! 
 
This charming house will immediately make you feel at ease and has all the modern equipment 
necessary for your comfort – an open kitchen overlooking the living room, wifi, 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, 2 toilets, and a relaxation room next to the sauna… 
 
Outside, the yard is perfectly in harmony with Nature and is the ideal place to spend a pleasant 
moment with your friends and family.  
 
A sauna overlooking the yard, a balcony dominating the arbor covered terrace, a barbecue with grill 
and pizza oven, and a very practical summer kitchen! 
And let’s not forget the pétanque area or the cabin nestled amidst the trees for the kids! 
 
If you want your stay to be even more relaxing, you can enjoy the numerous personalized services “à 
la carte” just like at the Hotel Le Cep but with more autonomy… 
We will be pleased to recommend restaurants in Beaune, or suggest sightseeing and activities in the 
area; we are here to answer all of your questions! 
 
This charming new address is the perfect place to stay for adults and children alike! 

www.le-cepe-de-beaune.com 

  

http://www.le-cepe-de-beaune.com/
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ELECTRIC OFF ROAD BIKES & 6 SEATS QUAD-BIKES RENTAL 

 
Enjoy a complete immersion in the heart of the “Climats de Bourgogne” which are part of 

the UNESCO World Heritage. 

 

In order to allow our clients discovering the charm of the wine villages and its hillsides, leaving the 
tarmac roads and wandering in the middle of the vineyards, 

and finding the perfect site for gourmet pic-nics, 
we propose the following top of the range vehicles to be rent for an hour, half a day or a full day: 

  

 

 

 

VTT électriques 

FANTIC 

FAT SPORT RACE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLARIS          6 PLACES 

RANGER CREW 900 
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PRESS INFORMATION 

 
  Photos 

 

We provide you with a set of photos you have the opportunity to use the copyright mentioning 

"JCB Hotel Le Cep." You can find them here:  

Photothèque Le Cep ou à l’url suivante : https://goo.gl/3MiKys. 

 

Guest Book 

Our ideal location in Beaune, the wine and gastronomic capital of Burgundy, a town that 
cultivates the art of good living, attracts many celebrities who find Le Cep to be the ideal place 
to stay to get a taste of local hospitality. 

Turning the pages of our Guest book is the best way to relive Le Cep’s personal history. Below 
is a small list of some of our more famous guests… We thank them for having chosen Le Cep! 

Creative artists, such as the stylist Sonia RYKIEL or the sculptor CESAR. 

Businessmen, such as Michael EISNER, CEO of Walt Disney, Claude TAITTINGER, Hervé 
BOURGES, CEO of TF1 (National French news channel), Claudie ANDRE-DESHAYES, astronaut, 
Jacques CALVET, Jim GIANOPOLUS, President of 20th Century Fox, Donald KENDALL, Pepsi 
cola...  

In the Cinematographic world, we can list the following actors: 
Carole BOUQUET, Amira CASAR, Catherine DENEUVE, Nicole GARCIA, Kristin SCOTT 
THOMAS, Sandrine KIMBERLAIN, Gérard DEPARDIEU, Gérard JUGNOT, Jean ROCHEFORT, 
Lambert WILSON, Thierry LHERMITTE, Gene HACKMAN, Kurt RUSSEL, Brigitte FOSSEY, Goldy 
HAWN, Patrick BOUCHITEY, Anouk AIMEE...  

As well as producers:   
Agnès VINCENT, Agnès VARDA, Bertrand TAVERNIER, Claude LELOUCHE, Claude ZIDI, John 
FRANKENHEIMER, Gérard OURY, Jacques DERAY, Jean-Jacques BENEIX, llano FREDERICO, Nils 
TAVERNIER, J.P. RAPPENEAU, Costa GAVRAS, Claude MILLER...  
     
And singers : 
Juliette GRECO, LIO, ZOUK MACHINE, les COCO GIRLS, Bernard LAVILLIERS, Claude 
NOUGARO, Demis ROUSSOS, Julien CLERC, Barbara HENDRICKYS...  

Lyric singers    
Lucia VALENTINI-TERRANI, Téreza BERGANZA, Brian ASAWA, Janet PERRY, Montserra 
FIGUERAS. 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/yr24hl1kkq2g5k5/AAAUEZHpbW-1Tqoqk3-thiZAa?dl=0
https://goo.gl/3MiKys
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 Press Reviews 

 

They talk about us all over the world in various international magazines! 

 

  
 

> Chance – February 2017 > Chance – December 2016 > Les Echos - November 2016 

   

> Escapism – August 2016 > Bliss Victoria – May 2016 > Infinity Grand – April 2016 

   

> Madame Figaro - March 2016  > Arts et gastronomie - March 2016  > Rolls-Royce – May 2015 

   
 

 > Hungry For France - 2014  
> Bon Voyage - October 2014  > Entreprendre - September 2014 

http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/chance-mars-2017.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/chance-decembre-2016.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/les-echos-vdv-novembre-2016.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/escapism-aout-2016.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/bliss-victoria-mai-2016.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/infinity-grand-avril-2016.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/madame-figaro-mars-2016.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/artsgastronomie-mars-2016.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/hungry-for-france-2014.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/bon-voyage-octobre-2014.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/entreprendre-septembre-2014.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/pdf/Hungry_For_France.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/images/SO REVUE DE PRESSE 2014/CCF06102014_00000.jpg
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/images/CCF15092014_00002.jpg
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 > Le Petit Futé - Best Of Burgundy 2014 > France Today - June 2014  > Condé Nast Traveler 2014  

 
 

 

> Sélection de Travel + Leisure 2014  > Le Bien Public - 4/11/2013  

> Châteaux Hôtels Collection au Japon - 

December 2013  

 

 

 

> France Today - October 2013 > Terre de Vins - October 2013  > Où? magazine - Summer 2013  

 

 

  

https://www.francetoday.com/accommodation/hotels/hotel_le_cep_in_beaune_a_burgundian_treasure/
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/conde-nast-traveller-2014.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/travel-leisure-2014.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/le-bien-public-4-nov-2013.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/chc-japon-dec-2013.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/chc-japon-dec-2013.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/france-today-oct-2013.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/terre-de-vins-oct-2013.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/media/original/presse/ou-magazine-ete-2013.pdf
http://www.petitfute.com/v6379-beaune-21200/c1166-hebergement/c158-hotel/259459-hotel-le-cep.html
http://www.francetoday.com/articles/2014/06/25/hotel_le_cep_in_beaune_a_burgundian_treasure.html?utm_source=Le+Petit+Journal
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/pdf/Conde_PDF.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/images/TL.jpg
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/images/ARTICLE-M-BERNARD-parution.jpg
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/pdf/CHC_PDF.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/pdf/France_Today_PDF.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/pdf/Terre_de_Vins_PDF.pdf
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/maj/pdf/Ou_magazine_PDF.pdf
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CONTACTS 

 

Hôtel Le Cep 

27 rue Maufoux 

21200 Beaune 

Phone: +33 (0)3 80 22 35 48 

Fax: +33 (0)3 80 22 76 80 

resa@hotel-cep-beaune.com 

www.hotel-cep-beaune.com  

 

Jean-Claude Bernard – 

Owner – General Manager 

jcb@hotel-cep-beaune.com 

+33 (0)6 42 62 42 21 

 

 

mailto:resa@hotel-cep-beaune.com
http://www.hotel-cep-beaune.com/
mailto:jcb@hotel-cep-beaune.com

